
The Duplicate

Grace Ball

In all her years coming to the mortuary, Valerie had learnt two very important

lessons. One. Squint as you enter. The bright lights and steel surfaces create a blinding

hazard. Two. Take deep breaths. It helps you become accustomed quicker to the strong smell

of unidentifiable chemicals, an admittedly nicer smell than the alternative of human matter.

Huddled over a trolley in the corner was the pathologist. Victoria to those she hated, Vicky

to those she felt indifferent towards, and Tori to those she liked.

“Hiya Tori,” called Valerie.

“Morning Val.” Tori placed the tools onto the trolley and turned around. Her bright

red hair escaped in wisps around the hat of her scrubs. So much colour always seemed out

of place in a room full of death. “Give me a few minutes to get this lady put away.”

Valerie nodded and Tori swiftly headed over to the sink. Valerie wandered towards

the body Tori had been working on. It was a young woman; her dark hair was matted with

blood. It didn’t take a pathologist to recognise the gaping head wound. “They know who did

it?”

“Boyfriend,” answered Tori, watching Valerie carefully.

Valerie made a small groan somewhere between frustration and anger as she gazed

at the woman’s face. A single strand of hair was stuck to her cheek. Valerie reached out her

gloved finger and gently tucked it back behind the woman’s ear.
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“You’re gonna need new gloves now,” said Tori as she appeared behind Valerie, laying

a gentle hand on her shoulder.

“I know.” Valerie smiled gratefully at Tori. She paused, allowing Tori’s hand to linger,

before she headed over to the hazards bin. As she squeezed her hands into a new pair of

gloves, she watched as Tori carefully placed the woman back into a metal freezer and pulled

John Doe out of the one opposite. Valerie walked across the room and stood at the trolley.

“Still no ID?” questioned Tori.

Valerie shook her head slightly as she bent down and surveyed the body in front of

her. The stump where the leg had been severed had turned brown. A door slammed

somewhere in the corridor and Valerie pulled herself up straight. Dan walked into the room

backwards as he fought to pull the scrubs over his broad shoulders. He turned around and

frowned. “Why the fuck have you started without me?”

“Why the fuck were you late?” retorted Valerie.

“Business,” he snarled.

“So that was her name!” Valerie glanced at Tori as she said this. Tori had pulled her

mask up further and was staring intently downwards but Valerie could see the wrinkles on

the bridge of her nose. Tori was holding back laughter.

“Piss off,” muttered Dan.

Valerie smirked slightly and threw a careful wink at Tori before returning her gaze to

the corpse.
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“Right, well,” started Tori as she tried to recover composure. “John Doe. Age,

mid-thirties. Obvious limb removal and lacerations of various depths.”

“Cause of death?” Valerie asked.

“His leg was cut off,” replied Dan as he fiddled with his gloves. His voice sounded

thick with ego.

“Sure, he would have bled out in a matter of minutes,” said Tori, “but-”

“But if you’d actually pay attention,” interrupted Valerie. Dan rolled his eyes but

focused on the body.

“But,” continued Tori, “it never got to that point. The leg removal wasn’t the COD. It

was this here.” Tori pointed at the deep laceration that ran across his neck.

“Why bother to slit the throat when he’ll be dead soon anyway?” said Valerie, brow

furrowed.

“That’s not all that’s bizarre, if you look at the edge of the leg, the skin is ragged. This

separation was caused by a weapon with a serrated edge. But if you look at the throat

laceration, the edges are smooth, clean. That was caused by a smooth-edged weapon.”

“Two different weapons,” muttered Dan. He leant closer.

“Not just different weapons. Look at the neck wound. It’s a singular cut, one motion.

It’s precise, controlled. Yet on the leg there are several smaller cuts. This was frenzied,

inaccurate.”

“Two different MOs,” said Valerie, eyebrows raised.

Tori’s eyes met Valerie’s with a look of muted excitement.
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“Two different people,” said Valerie slowly. “Two different attackers.”

Dan shook his head. “How the hell were there two of them? We only found evidence

of one assailant at the house. There’s nothing suggesting two people.”

“Christ’s sake Dan,” Valerie said sharply. “Look down. The evidence is right there.”
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